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Hi! My name is Montana.
Do you want to come on an adventure around the world? First let's go to....
I see the Great wall, mountains, and pandas that eat bamboo. I also see the red Olympic mascot with fire hair. There are clay soldiers to guard the emperor. Now let's go to...
My cousin lives here next to a castle. I wonder if there is a princess in there. Next is...
I see kangaroos on the beach! They have dingoes too. Dingoes are wild dogs. You can’t own a wild dog! Now it is time for...
The people ride camels here and the camels have water in them. There's a Sphinx next to a pyramid. It's hot! Let's go to...
It's dry here because all the water freezes into ice. Time to go to...
My Mommy's friend is here. There's a rainforest with lots of different animals. Next is...
Daddy went here in Africa and saw a big waterfall called Victoria Falls. They have elephants, zebras, and hippos! One more place....
My Home in The UNITED STATES

I love it because my family lives here! Where do you live?